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Abstract
How can we change the perspective of our scars from a symbol of trauma to a
symbol of healing? Society teaches us that we should hide our scars and conceal their
stories but a scar’s visible imprint, or hidden emotional memory, can forever change the
way a person sees themselves. Embedded Memories & Community Imprints: The Scars
that Live Within Us demonstrates that by choosing to share the stories of our wounds
with others through collaborative movement experiences, we can find individual and
community healing. People can associate new memories with their “scar story” and
develop an alternate aesthetic appreciation for it. This two-pronged project utilizes
personal histories as an entry to self-reflection, creativity, empathy, memory, and
ultimately, healing.
Part 1, Embedded Memories, is a sensory-rich installation illuminated by silk
lanterns and lighting pieces worn by the dancers. The creative process of the work began
as an investigation of my own scar from ACL reconstructive surgery and continued
through an investigation of healing through Japanese philosophies of three specific
modalities: Kintsugi, Reiki, and Butoh. Embedded Memories is an amalgamation of this
research and the contributions of community members who participate in Part 2,
Community Imprints, a tandem creative residency which uses conversation, reflection,
and collaborative art making to spark meaningful connections between people. By
engaging with our personal histories or “scar stories,” performers, participants, and
audience members will have a transformative experience creating new perspectives while
acknowledging these experiences as valuable and meaningful parts of us.
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Introduction
My purpose as an artist parallels the mission of my dance company, Ballaro
Dance: I dance to engage with people; I choreograph to tell stories; I produce art to
build community. For years I have always described myself as a “community builder”
who connects easily with students, dancers, non-dancers, collaborators, and audiences.
The mutual exchange of growth from my deep experiences of seeing, moving, and
sharing with people through the lens of dance has inspired me to dive deeper into a focus
of art making with “community” at the center of my work. The “Ballaro Dance
community” consists of all of these groups, alongside my Company dancers, often
interacting through our hosted SEE, MOVE, & SHARE performances, classes,
conversations, and more. My goal is to cultivate a rigorous yet approachable artistic
environment where these groups can learn from and through one another. I explored this
interest each semester in my Special Topics coursework of the Masters of Fine Arts
program at Montclair State University by designing mini-projects focusing on engaging
with each aspect of community. Through these varied experiences I have defined my
artistic purpose: to facilitate dance-related activities in inclusive, welcoming spaces while
making new work that is inspired by and reflective of the stories and experiences of the
participating groups. This thesis evidences the essential role dance plays in building
meaningful community connections within diverse groups and the exceptional art that
can be created when inspired by the stories of community members.
I ruptured my ACL in February of 2020, just a few months before the start of this
MFA journey and only a few weeks before the start of the pandemic. Any injury can be
devastating for a dancer, but a ruptured ACL is especially challenging. The ACL, or the
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anterior cruciate ligament, is found in the knee joint. It crosses inside the joint to form an
“X” shape along with the posterior cruciate ligament and provides essential stabilizing for
the joint, particularly during rotational movements. It was essential that I have a full
reconstruction done and my surgery was completed in July of 2020; the healing process
that followed paralleled my growth as a student in this MFA program and was
simultaneously accompanied by the intense feelings of isolation brought on by the Covid19 pandemic. I desired to connect more intimately and purposefully with my community;
the visual imprint of my own scar would serve as the catalyst using storytelling to
promote personal healing and community engagement through an investigation of
specific philosophical approaches.
The newfound approach to my work is supported by an investigation of Japanese
philosophy. What began simply as creative inspiration from the image of Kintsugi’s use
of gold embellishment to draw attention to a repaired crack in pottery, led to a deeper
analysis of the lasting impact of a scar, whether internal or external, and our approach, or
mindset, toward it. Curious about embodied philosophy similar to this metaphor, I
investigated three modalities through primary experiential learning: Kintsugi, Reiki, and
Butoh. These forms impacted the creative development of Embedded Memories; visual
imagery and qualitative references were incorporated, inspired by the defining themes of
each.
The underlying creative thread analyzed in this project is intention vs. meaning.
Though participants were asked to begin the process by reflecting on their own personal
scar story’s meaning, the content was quickly abstracted into gesture and action with an
emphasis placed on sharing the quality and intention, or purpose, of the movement. In
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both discussion and teaching, the focus is on finding an authentic connection to the
intention, or root objective, of the gesture, not through an attempt to embody someone
else’s story or merely to copy it. For example, a person can reach their arm out for many
different reasons: longing, desire, a cry for help, desperation, etc. It is not necessary to
replicate someone’s story (reaching for the same reason, for example) but to find a
connection of your own to the intention, purpose, or perhaps emotion that drives the
intention. The goal of this project is to uncover the community building power of
communal healing through shared storytelling and an empathetic understanding of our
story’s intentions. Paralleling our own experiences to the experiences of others
(workshop participants and audience members) enables people to engage more deeply
with dance while bringing their own personal connection to it, influencing its creation.
Research
I define a scar as any physical imprint on the body or internal wound that was
caused by a particular event or moment of trauma. My research encompasses a thorough
analysis of these scars: society’s view and interpretation of them, a scar’s impact on
physical health and emotional well-being, and scars as evidenced entry into creativity or
art making. Additionally, I used embodied research stemming from interviews and
reflective conversations with my Company dancers, the community members who
participated in MOVE: Community Imprints workshops, and through post-performance
activities for audience members. I studied Kintsugi, Reiki, and Butoh through
experiential learning of the forms and scholarly inquiry into a wider view of Japanese
culture and philosophy. The final, most critical step in the research process was to
journey through a structured, independent four-week healing process which incorporated
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the researched philosophical approaches, the movement modalities, and in addition, daily
meditation, reflection, writing, and movement making.
The Impact of Scars
Societal & Cultural Views of Scars
“We are programmed to be averse to visible imperfections” (Ngaage and Agius
635). Personal aesthetics relate directly to the lived experiences a person has had while
tapping into their sense of harmony and beauty. Certain subjective factors may include
preferences for symmetry over asymmetry or simplicity over complexity. They can stem
from a person’s emotional state, their financial background, or education (Jacobsen).
“Our attitude towards a work of art, an object or an event, as it is stored in memory, may
determine its evaluation. This is also often the case for aesthetic evaluations'' (Jacobsen).
People’s previous experiences, interactions, or memories develop their attitude and
perspective toward something, and ultimately the value system that judges it. Embedded
Memories & Community Imprints invites participants to make new memories associated
with an event that correlates to their chosen “scar story,” hopefully shifting the aesthetic
evaluation or assessment from negative to positive.
Researchers Ngaage and Agius state the pressure to feel “perfect” for society “can
lead to anxiety and negatively impact quality of life” and that in turn, “being easily
identifiable as ‘different’ can be intimidating and isolating” (634). The film industry
further highlights these differences by associating the villain, outlier, or evil character
with a physical identifier such as a scar. A few examples are the Joker, Freddy Krueger,
Edward Scissorhands, Tony Montana (“Scarface”), and Scar, the main antagonist from
Disney’s animated The Lion King. “Characters with facial scars or disfigurements
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portrayed as villains is a movie trope that goes back generations, from Lon Chaney as the
Phantom of the Opera to the James Bond villain Blofeld, and as recently as Kylo Ren in
the new ‘Star Wars’ movies” (Welk). This depiction causes people with scars, especially
facial scars, to sometimes “adopt behaviours of preemptive avoidance or aggression, thus
fulfilling the villain stereotype” (Ngaage and Agius 635). These characters are often
locked away in towers or chased away by the townspeople ensuring that good overcomes
evil. “Scarring is stigmatized in society because of the premium placed on beauty –
disfigurement or unsightly features are still used to portray evil.... Patients describe scars
as living with the trauma, and sufferers can feel devalued by society” (Ngaage and Agius
633).
In order to shift this narrative in the film industry, the British Film Institute will
no longer fund projects where the lead villain is known by a scar, malformity, or
disfigurement. Working with U.K. charity Changing Faces, the hope is to “change the
stigma that people with facial differences should be seen as ugly, wrong, unnatural, or in
the case of many films, evil.” (Welk). This “negative representation” shows up
consistently to separate good from evil, or villain from hero.
In some cultures, scarring is a cherished part of the deep connection to ancestral
identity. “Scarification was common in traditional societies of sub-Saharan Africa, New
Guinea, and Australia, perhaps in part because scar patterns are more conspicuous on
darker skin than tattoos” (Myers). For centuries, scarring has been used as an essential
part of ritual celebrations: typically the scarring of the face, even on children as young as
one-week old, can represent aspects of birthplace or family lineage through image and
design. Though it is recognized that the tradition of scarring is becoming less popular for
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some communities, “the Otomari people still opt for scarring, including some young
women who may have cuts on their backs and stomachs when they reach puberty to
‘show your courage’.... The patterns are often similar to the designs on the walls of local
buildings” (Adjovi). Others feel that you can achieve the same connection to heritage and
ancestry through language, cultural dances, and participation in communal ceremonies.
One man from Atacora in northern Africa said he wished he was not scarred. “When he
studied in Benin's largest city, Cotonou, he says he was often mocked because of his
scars. Some people ‘did not want anyone to think they could be friends with such a
savage,’ he says” (Adjovi). But still, the tradition continues as many feel the scars
provide a sacred message of perseverance and serve as a symbol of strength to overcome
the pains of the world. Today, people all over the world use tattoos and piercings to
provide similar messages and meanings of identity, affiliation, or belief regardless of
cultural tradition.
The Psychology & Impact of Scars on the Scarred
Ngaage and Agius state that “scarring may be skin deep but their psychological
impact goes deeper still” (636). People may question their identity as they navigate
finding a new self-image that includes their scar. When a person thinks of themself, they
have mental pictures and visual references of past experiences. When the person they see
now is different in appearance from who they remember themselves to be, it is hard to
reconcile the two versions of self: “the new outward” vs. “inner self-image” (635). The
continual visual reminder of the event can trigger an emotional response, and if the
trigger is negatively associated, the person may want to hide the scar to remove it from
their own view allowing them to feel more “normal.” Ngaage and Agius state cognitive
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behavioral therapy (CBT) helps to integrate these dual personas while the person comes
to terms with this new version of self. It is to proven that talking about and remembering
scars is a viable form of coming to terms with experienced trauma.
Northwestern Medicine Psychologist Steward A. Shankman states “scars can also
impact self-confidence and body image” and agrees that “a scar can be a psychological
reminder of the trauma” that was experienced (“What Makes a Scar”). One way to
approach these psychological reminders is to find a connection to metaphor which can
enable people to face new or future traumas more prepared. According to Judy Belmont,
mental health and wellness speaker and trainer:
[M]etaphors allow counselors to unlock a client’s way of thinking by creating
flexibility and evoking emotion. They allow clients to visualize their thoughts and
connect them to their feelings. Neurologically speaking, metaphors allow the
neuropathways of the brain to realign in a way where thinking and feeling bring
into account a similar picture from a past incident. This leads to a more
comprehensive understanding of experiences such as trauma, abuse, loneliness
and loss. (Ladd)
One method is to re-describe the scar from a representation of the wound of the trauma to
an image of the healing process. Another may be to use it as a symbol for the wisdom
gained and the life experience that will help a person approach the next challenge they
face. Transforming wounds to scars is a “metaphorical way of making past trauma
meaningful and positive. Instead of clients looking at new trauma as a return to an open
wound, they can use the metaphor of a scar as reassurance that they have gained
resilience for future traumas in their lives” (Ladd).
Scars For Storytelling & Atypical Bodies As Creative Inspiration
Many artists use scars as entry toward newfound creativity and inspiration for art
making. Artist Raimund Hoghe is one example of how the uniqueness of the body, in all
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its imperfections, can actually be used as a canvas. Hoghe was a German performer,
choreographer, and dramaturge. He used his own body as the subject of his dance-theater
pieces, revealing his form slowly and deliberately in Dance Vulnérable. The viewer
comes to know Hoghe’s physical form throughout the film. His seemingly “normal” body
is observed from a limited perspective highlighting only selected body parts on the
screen. Then, suddenly, a large hump on his back is showcased. Hoghe believed “my
body is a story…. Before, I couldn’t accept my body; today I accept my body. It would
be absurd to dream another body…. The body is a landscape...the sea and the hills...both
have the right to exist“ (Dance Vulnérable).
Beyond his films, Hoghe also created live dance pieces. Inspired by the life of
Jewish tenor Josef Schmidt, Hoghe created Meinwärts, which references Hoghe’s
“memories of history and reflections on his own nonnormative body” (Sulcas).
Additionally, Hoghe “combined slow, ritualized movement, which drew from both the
Japanese dance form butoh” (Sulcas) and other modalities to showcase the body’s
capacity. He used themes of contrast and juxtaposition in his works and is revered for
putting his own vulnerability on the stage.
As a journalist, Hoghe described how he felt the need to be “writing with bodies”
while recognizing that “older” or “sickly” bodies were not traditionally thought of as a
“beautiful body” (Dance Vulnérable). Hoghe was using his own form to push against
boundaries of what is viewed as beautiful, but also, to challenge views of who was
allowed to be “a dancer.”
Similarly, The SCAR Project’s mission is to link people across universal themes
of the human condition: photographer David Jay connects complete strangers while
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promoting a deep message of humanity, healing, and strength at the center of his art
making. Jay captures images of the scars of breast cancer survivors to “challenge
traditional perceptions of the disease and captures the raw beauty, strength and character
of so many extraordinary young women. Each portrait represents a singular, strippeddown vision of the life-changing journey that unites them all. The SCAR Project is not
about breast cancer, but the human condition itself; the images transcend the disease,
illuminating the scars that unite us all” (The SCAR Project). Highlighting atypical bodies
while bringing the focus to a scar, its physical imprint, and accompanying emotional
journey parallels the creative development and purpose of Embedded Memories &
Community Imprints. Simply looking at the photo of each woman, the observer is not
quite sure of their story, however, it is easy to connect with the intention of the image and
the emotion of the subject captured by Jay.
Lastly, Heidi Latsky “dismantles normal, and redefines beauty and virtuosity
through innovative performance and discourse” shining a light on atypical bodies (Heidi
Latsky Dance). Her work presents an inclusive view of humanity in all its variations and
provokes the viewer through sharing “stories of vulnerability and strength” (Heidi Latsky
Dance). One of the Company’s projects, On Display, is a “deconstructed art exhibit and
commentary on the body as spectacle and society’s obsessions with body image” (Heidi
Latsky Dance). The piece has both local and global initiatives engaging across cultures
and demographics and is celebrated with the Day of Persons with Disabilities. Latsky’s
creative works often involve countless collaborators and members of the Company and
community to create a wide swath of the human experience as told through the range of
visible bodies that are seen “on display.” She builds a space for inclusivity and empathy
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while using movement as a platform for social commentary and storytelling for the often
underrepresented voices of those with atypical bodies.
Scars Can Hold Stories
Professor of cultural anthropology Robert Myers believes:
Scars are embodied history—stories on our skin waiting to be told. They
tell powerful human tales of violence, pain, survival, renewal, second
chances, victory, and connection through traditional rituals. Scars preserve
the past; they become somatic museums. If we remember that the navel is
basically a scar, we all begin with a scar…Whether literal or metaphorical,
deliberate or accidental, profound or trivial, scars reveal relationships
between individuals and their places in society. (Myers)

While deliberate forms of scarification can root us to our place in a societal
community, tribe, or clan, the scars we collect, often accidentally, from experiences
throughout our lives tell the individual’s personal story. “A scar can be a testament to
your story” allowing some people to confidently “embrace their scars as a badge of
honor” (“What Makes a Scar”). Others may choose to conceal the scar as it relates to a
story they do not wish to share. Either way, over time, a person’s relationship to their
scar, and its story, can continue to change; sometimes it can even grow to be a symbol for
the strength, tenacity, and courage it took to get through it. “A scar always represents
pain endured. Pain is part of what it means to be human, and scars become silent proof of
that humanity” (Myers).
This badge of courage as a powerful metaphor may eventually shape a person so
much, they do not know who they are without it. “For some, changing or fixing their scar
is simply not an option because the scar has become embedded in their story” (“What
Makes a Scar”), and locating the story, its purpose, and meaning is essential to the
healing process. Lung transplant survivor Randy Wilgus uses his scar to inspire the
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healing of others. He says, “Your mind and body are connected, so your mind has to be
right. You have to have acceptance of what’s going on in your body…. I had the help of
others, but there is a surrendering feeling. You have to make yourself vulnerable’”
(“What Makes a Scar”). Wilgus tells his story so he can connect with others; sharing
details about his own trauma evidences the power of shared communal healing and the
impact of community-based project work. He believes in finding hope in the process of
healing, “And much of that journey, he notes, is exemplified by one thing: his scar”
(“What Makes a Scar”).
So, whether we like it or not, “people make judgments about others based on their
scars because scars tell stories—of social identity, of individual choices, and even of
personality. That’s the case for both scarification and the unintentional scars that are part
of human life” (Myers). And, finding those stories through the scars of my community is
the basis of this project.
Japanese Healing Modalities: Experiential Learning & Associated Philosophy
Overview of Approach to Modalities: Kintsugi, Butoh, & Reiki
“If you cannot heal your own disease, how can you heal someone else’s disease?”
(Petter 72). Usui Sensei, the beloved father of Reiki, stated these words; they served as a
guiding mantra for this thesis project. Of great importance to me was connecting with a
network of practitioners, artists, and writers of Japanese philosophies. Working with the
soul energy of Reiki and its Five Principles shaped each day while on this very personal
path; investigating Butoh to find “embodiment of a genuine experience” while “making
the invisible visible” (Vangeline); and studying Kintsugi added “meaning or philosophy
to the scar” (Saratani) and more specifically, to my scar. These Japanese art forms
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brought new perspectives to my daily life and ultimately, to my work as an artist, while I
worked to find myself whole again: “safe, strong, beautiful” (Saratani).
Kintsugi
In October of 2021, I began my experiential journey with a four week course in
Kintsugi with Gen Saratani who comes from a third generation Japanese lacquer family.
Originally from Kyoto, Japan, he arrived in New York City ten years ago and works as a
restorer; he also uses urushi, the Japanese lacquer, to make his own artwork. Through
learning Kintsugi’s history, I found a thread between its purpose and process of repair,
and the healing of our own human bodies and minds.
“Kint” means gold and “sugi” means mending or repairing: Kintsugi means
golden mending or golden repair. Urushi, sap that comes from a tree in the poison ivy
family, has been used as a glue for over 9,000 years in Japan. Up until 600 years ago, all
pottery was imported to Japan from Korea or China; since it was very expensive, the
Japanese needed to learn to repair the imperfections themselves so the item could still be
usable. About 400 years ago, they began using urushi to glue, coat, and paint the cracks,
then colors and metallics – in particular gold – were added to embellish the imperfection.
Eventually “they could add more meaning or philosophy on the scar, or the gold lines”
(Saratani). The intention was never to hide the crack; this enabled people to weave
storytelling into the art of repair. Similarly, I have metaphorically used the cracks, scars,
or imperfections on our physical bodies while adding meaning through creative
movement, gesture, and choreography. The story of a scar can be shared with others and
we can learn more about a person’s history through the process (described fully in the
Methodology section.)
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Gen Saratani states that to repair a crack in pottery, you must allow the urushi to
fully heal: it must sit inside of a humid box, to allow the chemical reaction to occur, for
“at least two weeks, though longer is better; a month or a couple of months or a year”
would be ideal (Saratani). The urushi continues to harden over time and could take even a
few years to reach 100% completion. This process, similar to the process of physical or
emotional healing, takes time: there is no quick fix. However, urushi material is so
strong, if you were to drop the pottery a second time, a new crack would occur and the
repaired section would remain intact. Similarly, for humans, the healing process can
make someone stronger than they were before, assuming the time is taken to heal.
For this project I used an elephant-shaped bowl that was given to me by my
mother following our premiere performance of Embedded Memories in Sandy Hook, CT;
the large white circle of the bowl reminded her of the installation lanterns and an elephant
has been a personal symbol for me since I was a child. When washing the bowl, I chipped
one of his toes and was devastated; then I had the idea to use this piece for my first
experience with Kintsugi. When registering for the course, I imagined repairing a huge
crack (or two) and was quickly told that I would only be allowed to use a very small
crack for my first experience. As it was, the process to repair even that very small crack
was four weeks; using this particular piece of pottery reminds me of how trauma (of a
chipped bowl or a damaged body, mind, or spirit) can come into our lives suddenly, truly
unexpected.
Butoh
At the end of October, I added a second Japanese form to my inquiry: Butoh.
First, I attended a performance by Vangeline, a NYC-based leader in the Butoh
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community. I was stunned by the physiological response my body had while watching
her. The concert began with a single white dress hanging in a spotlight. Layers upon
layers of sounds were played as the dress spun around on a hanger: classical instruments,
carnival chatter, horns, and laughter. It went on for what felt like an eternity. Minutes
passed and I was sucked into an eerie discomfort of a sustained unknown trajectory. I
wondered: where were we going with this? The lights slowly faded, then came up again
on a woman facing away from the audience who was now wearing the dress. Loud
classical music filled the room as she slowly turned her head to look over her shoulder at
the audience, then retrograded the process to look away. This section, that simple
sustained gesture, took almost 15 minutes to complete. As the evening went on, I began
to fall into a trance and found myself feeling almost drugged: I felt waves of warmth and
dizziness, and my eyes were going in and out of focus. I had never experienced
something like that before; then, I had an opportunity to take a class with Vangeline and
felt the work inside of my own body.
We began the Butoh class with a long floor warm-up consisting of folding,
shifting, pelvic lifts, and rolling from side to side. Our goal was to find a “relaxed body,”
as Vangeline called it, and we layered on a few simple movement patterns to explore. She
used images of water inside the body and reminded us to be “organic, not perfect” or “to
be bent, not Western” in our movements. Then we improvised for over an hour moving
into and out of the patterns allowing our body to lead us to find “more with the least
amount of effort.” This statement was inspiring and motivating; it’s not how I usually
live. I usually do the most, to get the most. What a shift: she told us to “find your own
way” and stated there is “no right, no wrong…we’re just experimenting.” This experience
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shaped the extremes I uncovered in researching scars: the sometimes frenetic, loud,
dissonance of trauma coupled with the quiet, inner life of the person experiencing it.
Sustained moments of stillness and a wide range of qualities were used to find the
creative connection to this research.
Reiki
One of the deepest relationships formed throughout this journey was with Mar
Talavera Tejada, my Reiki practitioner. We worked together during four one-on-one
Reiki sessions, but outside of that she became a mentor, guide, and friend, encouraging
me along the way while suggesting resources and movement improvisation cues to
explore. She urged me to write a positive affirmation which became my daily mantra: I
forgive her and trust again. My mind is calm and at peace. I have gratitude for my body.
I am in the passenger seat letting others take the wheel. The door is open so others can
come in. Reiki invited me to find stillness and to be aware of my internal body. Working
with Mar, I felt stimulated in new ways which invited sensations: hot and cold feelings,
waves of stimulation from inside to the edges of my body and back in again, sensitivity to
particular body parts. I was able to put trust in someone else to support my body, my
healing, and my energy. When we began our first session together Mar said, “let your
emotions be here…I’m here with you, you’re not alone.” That simple statement
overwhelmed me as I realized that I have felt alone in this journey for a very long time.
“Reiki” means soul energy and during each session the soul energy is being “reactivated”
and “the one being attuned to Reiki remembers his original nature, his essential Being”
(Petter 9). That is what I believe I have been doing on my healing journey: remembering
my essential Being.
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For most of my four-week healing journey I used the Five Reiki Principles as a
meditation, framing my outlook for the day or the approach to my work. I began with kyo
dake wa which means today only. Then I recited the principles and meditated on them
with my hands in the gassho position: Ikaru na, shin pai suna, kansha shite, gyo o
hageme, hito ni shinsetsu ni, which means do not be angry, do not worry, be grateful,
fulfill your duties, be good to your fellow men (Petter 17). “The main objective of Reiki is
not only to heal illness, but it also amplifies innate abilities, balances the spirit, makes the
body healthy, and thus helps achieve happiness” (Petter 62). To find this balance, I began
improvising on themes present in Reiki: rain, fertility, blessing, a vessel for the soul,
prayer, steam energy, soul energy, and spirit energy. I tried to balance being in a relaxed
state, as butoh provided an entry to, alongside these images and feelings of positivity.
“Usui Sensei taught that the origin of all illness is found in the mind…once the
mind is healed, the human is healthy, even when he is physically unwell” (Petter 164).
Reiki also teaches that the “body and heart/mind are one, and when we try to divide this
unity, we cut ourselves into pieces” (Petter 178). That may be what happens when people
suffer trauma leading to a physical or emotional injury: they may be cut into pieces,
separated from the body; Reiki helps to find the essential unity again. “In a Reiki
treatment, the whole body is flooded with light and changed positively,” but “Reiki is not
only energy and light -- it is love” (Petter 189). This is an essential element between a
Reiki practitioner and their client: I see it as a connection to my role as a facilitator while
using energy, light, and love to build trust with my community.
Embodied Research Through Layered Community Engagement
Previous History of Completed Community Engagement Projects
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In fall of 2020, I developed a community performance project as part of the
Special Topics I course led by Stefanie Batten Bland, extending an invitation to members
of the Ballaro Dance community (audience, former students, current community class
takers, etc.) to join our Company “on stage” in a dance piece to be performed over Zoom.
I was stunned by the response; nine community members reached out to say they would
like to learn the dance and perform from their homes. They were desperate for connection
and I was desperate to provide a space for it. Throughout that journey, I taught
participants the intention of the movements of the solo, then I invited them to personalize
it with their own meaning. Afterwards, I interviewed the performers (both community
and Company dancers) asking them to reflect on how or if they were able to personalize
the dance to make it theirs. It was my first time engaging with dancers in this way; they
all came from various backgrounds and experiences, some with less formal training than
others, or none at all. The project culminated in a virtual showcase for both community
movers and my Company dancers. From this experience I learned that providing a
framework for entry into self-exploration and shared experiences is deeply meaningful; it
creates a space for all members of the community to feel welcome and visible. This
framework was discovered through acknowledging and identifying the importance of
separating movement intention from its meaning, which is mentioned in the Introduction
as a cornerstone for this project and will be discussed further in the Methodology section.
I chose to use this initial experience as creative fuel for my Special Topics II
project with Maxine Steinman in spring of 2021. Working in collaboration with Allison
Patrick to design an installation space using light as an image for healing, I codified a
framework for engaging my Company dancers around a selected “scar story,” its
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memory, and meaning. The full Methodology explored in the creative process will be
highlighted later in this paper.
These two opportunities led to this thesis project and the addition of another layer
of exploration: the facilitation of collecting Community Imprints. In this portion of the
project, community participants analyzed their stories through the framework of
exploration I developed to create their own gesture exploration. (Again, the full
Methodology for these workshops will be detailed later on in this paper.) Workshop
participants were invited to perform in site-specific spaces prior to the performance of
Embedded Memories. Additionally, at each of the performance events, audience members
were invited to contribute to the process leaving their own story, or imprint, through
writing, drawing, or a photograph. Community stories were collected while promoting
healing through a deep shared experience. These stories contributed to the ongoing
creative development of Embedded Memories. They will be discussed later in this paper
and are evidenced in the creative performance work outcome.
Independent Healing Journey
One of the most critical pieces of research was evaluating my own journey toward
healing from injury. I developed a four-week project incorporating daily meditation,
reflection, journaling, and experiences in Reiki, butoh, and my own movement
improvisations. This experience enabled me to focus on listening to my body, and to
apply the philosophical approaches I had been researching to my own life. From this
experience I generated new movement vocabulary including a “Reiki Phrase” based on
imagery and the Five Principles, and my own gesture phrase relating to my scar story. It
began with a zig-zag gesture that started overhead and cascaded down to end with a jolt
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reaching away from the body. Then, the back of my palm went to my forehead with a
quick inhale and made a splat action to end face down with the palms open toward the
left side. Then, a sharp inhale gathered one hand toward my chest and one hand toward
my belly followed by a soft, sustained exhale. Next, the hands clasped by the right hip as
the palms pressed against one another and switched six times rising in spiral on the
diagonal overhead. Finally, a second pathway from the left hip to the forward high right
diagonal was made as the hands fluttered like butterfly wings and rose and rose and rose
until the arm stretched overhead to their fullest. Quotes from my journal were
incorporated into the text used in the live narration of Embedded Memories at both the
Mahwah, NJ and the New York, NY performances in 2022.

Methodology
Background on Methodology
After realizing the long-term impact of my own scar one-year post trauma, I
began to reflect on three areas that affected my day to day awareness: 1) I was
continually reliving moments about the event in my mind; 2) I kept hearing the sounds of
my injury; and 3) I was thinking about the progress I had begun to make and the fact that
this scar was now a part of my physical body, and my emotional story. I was also asked,
“Is that scar going to be there forever?” or “Can I see your scar?” There was a fascination
from people in my personal circle and I was intrigued by that, and how it related to my
own sensory awareness. I parsed out these three themes of inquiry: the “nuts and bolts” of
the story itself and what actually happened; the sensory memories related to the sights,
smells, sounds, and textures; and how it has impacted my life, post-event. I wondered,
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would people feel like the same person they are today without having this scar? These
themes became the guiding framework for my creative workshops with my Company
dancers, Community MOVERS, and ultimately, with myself.
Definition of the Method
Participants begin by selecting a personal scar to investigate. The scar’s story is
analyzed through three points of inquiry: the details of the event that caused it, the
sensory memories attached, and its long-term impact (if any). Four to six key components
of the story are selected and utilized for creative movement generation. Simple gestures
are created to represent each of those landmarks, then they are developed into longer
phrases by each participant. Participants teach one another two selected gestures and a
collaborative “Community Phrase” is generated. A repeated compositional structure is
used for each MOVE: Community Imprints residency in this project; throughout the
process participants reflect, journal, share, and grow closer as a community through the
vulnerable exchange of personal histories.
Application of Methodology: Guiding the Creative Process
After identifying the themes of inquiry, I began to work with four of my
Company dancers. The creative process started through introductory interviews. The
dancers were asked to select a “scar story” they felt safe giving over to this project, then I
asked questions related to the above mentioned themes; interviews were recorded over
Zoom. After reflecting on their stories, I highlighted key elements which I believed were
of importance and interest to the story and I created six upper body gestures for each
dancer making twenty-four in total. We went into the studio and, without sharing any
information about the stories, I began to teach the dancers the gestures. I did not
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introduce which gestures belonged to which person; I introduced them based on intention
not meaning. For example, one dancer’s story involved the cacophony of noise in the bar
she was working at when she cut her hand open on a broken pint glass. Though there was
reverberating music on the jukebox, a loud chatter of customers, and the clanging of
glassware, she did not hear anything: her mind was silent and empty while she saw the
blood flowing like a river out of her hand. That is the meaning that inspired the gestures I
created, but the dancers learned only the intention to execute the movements: a bursting
handclap leading to a chaotic frenzy of the arms and torso waving wildly, then finally
absolute stillness with both hands pressed firmly to cover the ears with a deadpan stare on
the horizon straight ahead. The dancers did not know what the movements represented,
only the feelings and motivations that were required to perform them. They were invited
to learn the gestures from this approach while attaching their own meaning based on the
intentions discussed. They recalled stories of their own that had similar intentions to
perform these gestures with ownership and authenticity.
Next, I created a solo for each dancer extending the stationary upper body
gestures into full-bodied, locomotor movements. This solo was shaped more purposefully
by the story’s details. For example, one dancer described being a young child and running
freely back and forth through her entryway until she slipped and caught the edge of the
staircase, cutting her face while falling. There is a section of the piece that runs in an
endless spiral until she’s so dizzy she falls in the center breathing heavily from all the
energy she expelled. Her solo is driven by a childlike youth so there is a ‘cat and mouse’
chasing feel that is explored playfully with the other dancers. A second example of how
the gestures developed into full-bodied phrases is the spiral staircase gesture that is a
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signature to another performer. When performed in the gesture section, it begins low
toward the back of her hip, and each hand stacks one on top of the next until the staircase
is built and she cannot reach any further. This becomes a full-bodied traveling action by
allowing the feet to respond to the circuitous nature of the ebbing and flowing of the ups
and downs of the staircase: she becomes driven by the upper body gesture and her legs
cannot keep up.
Meeting individually on Zoom, it was at this point that the dancers began to
realize which gestures were related to their story. We still did not discuss the particular
meaning of the gestures and how it related to the information they had told me, but they
knew what belonged to them. After meeting as a full group again, we began to weave the
solo sections and the gesture phrases together to form a structure. A few weeks later, the
dancers performed their solos for one another. They were invited to share as much, or as
little, about their story as they wanted. I was struck by the trust and care that was brought
to the vulnerable conversations.
The base structure of Embedded Memories was formed in this way. We focused
on intention of action and invited dancers to bring their own personal meaning to the
movements. It allowed for authenticity in performance and created a cathartic space. The
gestures and solos were all choreographed and set; inversely, the dancers were given
autonomy as to how they engaged with the space while navigating traveling pathways
and exploring the lanterns in the installation. During locomotion and movements of
“lantern investigation” they could choose new places to explore; the final sections
incorporated a framework for partnering with the small 12-inch lantern, a large pod of
lanterns, and the 20-inch lantern, but the dancers were invited to improvise on their
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timing, levels, use of repetition, spatial pathway, and in addition they were invited to vary
their rehearsed gestural phrase each time they performed it. This added an exciting
rawness to the work that brought authenticity to each performance.
Inspired by Kintsugi, illuminated light pieces were worn by the dancers and
numerous battery-powered silk lanterns inhabited an installation space. I began
collaborating with designer Allison Patrick in January of 2021 to articulate this concept;
we began improvising with the lighting objects shortly thereafter. We met with one
Company dancer in April at a local NYC park to explore the technology in-person; the
rest of the dancers were introduced to the light elements at our first rehearsal retreat in
May. The stories were now being brought to life through light and healing imagery, and
this rehearsal retreat at Appleberry Farm in Sandy Hook, CT served as the first
opportunity to fuse the elements together. We left Sandy Hook with a plan toward
developing both the remaining sections of the piece as well as the sketch of both the
costuming and the installation design.
We returned to Sandy Hook in July of 2021 for a final rehearsal retreat: an
opportunity to put all the theories into practice and to see what worked and what did not.
We learned what the sizes of lanterns needed to be and what lighting was effective in an
outdoor, sunset performance, and how to highlight the lighting within the costume
structure.
Methodology in Practice: Location #1, Sandy Hook, CT
The first performance of Embedded Memories was at Appleberry Farm on August
21, 2021. In conjunction, I hosted MOVE: Community Imprints workshops which invited
community members to participate in a three-day workshop that paralleled the creative
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process of Embedded Memories. The group of four volunteer participants rehearsed on
Zoom: two children aged nine and twelve years old and one adult from Salisbury, MD,
and a second adult from Kent, CT. Participants signed Consent Waivers (Appendix A &
B) before we began. By participating in the full creative residency, they were invited to
perform in a pre-show, site-specific sharing in the garden accompanied by local CT
cellist Kielty Wintersteen.
The workshops began with a movement warm-up, an introduction to abstract and
literal gestures, and a structured improvisation using sensory images to connect with the
dancers’ spaces at home. We also discussed scars, their presence in society and our
personal lives, and how they can hold a memory or story. We workshopped all of these
ideas in some movement explorations, then the participants were encouraged to pick any
memory, story, or moment from their life, related to a scar or not, that they wanted to use
in our project. They wouldn’t necessarily need to share the details of their choice, but
they would need to feel comfortable exploring it at great lengths.
Over the course of the first session, I used journal prompts and community
conversations to facilitate the participants’ generation of four to six upper body gestures
related to their story. Their homework was to begin to create locomotor actions they
wanted to layer onto the gestures to make a larger traveling phrase. At the start of the
second day, each participant showed their stationary upper body gesture phrase. They
were invited to share any details about their story that they were comfortable with.
Afterwards, they selected two of their favorite gestures from their phrases and taught
them to the group. We linked them together and created a “Community Phrase.” By the
end of the second day we began to have a loose structure that included both the stationary
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and traveling gesture phrases and the community phrase. The third day was a chance for
participants to offer perspective on how to conclude the dance. We explored the warm-up
improvisational cues as the structured “entrance” to the garden and the first part of the
piece.
Following the illuminated sunset performance, Company dancers passed out mini
paper lanterns offering the audience an opportunity to sit in reflection; inhabit the
installation space to explore the lanterns, to improvise, or take pictures; and to either take
their lantern as a memory of the evening, or to leave it inside of the installation space as
an offering. Additionally, a “Community Healing Station” was accessible for audience
members to take photos of their own scar with an Instax camera or to write or draw
details about their own “scar story.” Notable reactions from the audience and an analysis
of their engagement will be included in the Results section of this paper.
This inaugural version of Embedded Memories was performed in a massive field
between the forest and the high tunnel at Appleberry Farm. Farm Manager Becky
Osborne and illuminated designer Allison Patrick generated concepts for the initial
installation space, hanging fifteen lanterns overhead and the remaining thirty-five were
grouped in various sized “pods” throughout the grassy performance space. Chairs were
set up in a large half-circle providing various viewpoints into the work. With nature as
the backdrop, the audience experienced unique sensory information: a fiery red sunset, a
double rainbow, sprinkling rain for a few moments, birds chirping, wind in the trees, etc.
The natural sound score was enhanced through original composition by Glen Fittin who
used vocals and harmonica to create an ambient journey through the observed healing
process. This version of Embedded Memories had four Company performers.
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Methodology in Practice: Location #2, Brockport, NY
A similar process was replicated on October 2, 2021 with the Brockport, NY
community. MOVE: Community Imprints workshops were offered three days prior to the
performance of Embedded Memories which took place on campus at the SUNY
Brockport Alumni House lawn. The same structure was utilized with two in-person
participants and one Zoom participant (note: the Zoom participant decided not to
participate after the first session as she was unable to perform in the site-specific, preshow performance, however her gestures were included in the “Community Phrase.”)
Throughout the three sessions, a duet was created using the stationary and locomotor
phrases as well as the “Community Phrase.” As done in Sandy Hook, the performance
began with a structured improvisation interacting with the community garden and was
accompanied by SUNY Brockport musician Greg Woodsbie.
Before and after the performance, audience members were invited to give their
scar story to the community collection. Those offered from Sandy Hook were on display
(photos, drawings, stories.) Also as done in Sandy Hook, audience members were given a
mini lantern of their own and invited to enjoy the installation space post-performance.
The impact was powerful; one audience member approached me after the show to give a
gesture which was included in the piece moving forward.
This version of Embedded Memories included three Company performers (one
dancer gave birth to a baby in November and is no longer working on this project.)
Because of the space on campus, the installation space was designed differently. The
audience sat in a three-quarter round circle that was shaped by the natural placement of
five trees on the lawn which defined the performance space. Five lanterns hung from one
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tree that was accessible. Glen Fittin performed from an area as part of the circle as he did
at Appleberry Farm. This version of the outdoor performance was not as successful as the
previous. Without the fourth Company dancer, the work was not as clear as it had been
while defined by the four performer roles. On a campus, we were able to experience the
natural sights and sounds of nature including a spectacular view of the sunset, but the
audience also saw cars driving by in the distance and passersby. It was a uniquely
different experience in an outdoor space, but the secluded space provided by Appleberry
Farm was missed in this iteration.
Methodology in Practice: Location #3, Mahwah, NJ
This was the first indoor performance of Embedded Memories at the Sharp
Theater at the Berrie Center for Performing and Visual Arts at Ramapo College of New
Jersey on Saturday, February 19, 2022. Unfortunately due to Covid restrictions, we were
unable to host a creative residency or to capture Community Imprints as part of this
performance. My email address was included in the program copy with an invitation for
follow-up, though no audience members contacted me.
This performance took place on a huge traditional theater stage. A team of five
tech crew members assisted me with hanging fifteen lanterns overhead up to twenty feet
in the air. We were able to hang the largest lanterns (30’’ and 36’’) which created a truly
magical, larger than life, environment. Several large and small pods of three to seven
lanterns were zip tied together to build out the “world” the artists would move through.
Glen Fittin was not available to continue on with this project so I curated a new
sound score composed of snapshots collected throughout the 14-month process of project
development: recorded Zoom conversation audio and musical themes by Glen Fittin,
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Michael Wall, Greg Woodsbie, and Kielty Wintersteen were included. Additionally,
sections from my personal journal, community letters, Community Imprints contributions,
and quotes by Usui Sensei were read aloud in a hybrid of both English and Japanese by
Steve Rewinski, the project’s Narrator and newest collaborator. He performed live on
stage with the dancers which proved to be ineffective in shaping his role as “guide.”
Because of the nature of the first two outdoor performance spaces, Glen Fittin had been
able to sit as part of the circle with the audience which would have been the preference
for Steve to serve as a physical link between artist and audience. Noting this, it became
an essential priority in staging the final performance in New York, NY. This layered
sound score provided the sensory information that would be missing from the natural
outdoor venues, however, the stage space provided too much distance between the artists
and the audience which prevented the needed intimacy and closeness the piece requires.
(The full script is included in Appendix F.)
Methodology in Practice: Thesis Performance, Location #4, New York, NY
The fourth iteration of Embedded Memories took place at The Blue Gallery in
Midtown Manhattan on Saturday, March 19, 2022. This final thesis production
encompassed all successful components from the preview performance of the three
previous iterations providing for a deeply intimate journey of the senses for an active,
engaged audience. This version entailed a huge overhaul of its structure, level of
performer intimacy, and dynamic exploration which led to a more inclusive, open, and
energetic work, overall. Because of the nature of the performance space, an intimate
gallery, the audience could see the small details and hear the dancers’ breath and physical
sound score of hand claps, rubbing, and thigh slaps.
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As detailed in the project’s History, this work began initial development in
Special Topics II in May of 2021 during the height of Covid. Developing work at home
over Zoom for an outdoor venue, the performers were isolated from one another and the
work itself felt that way. Simultaneously, we were just getting to know one another over
Zoom at the start of the project, and through its development we would begin to grow
closer and to build trust and intimacy, as is done in the community workshops. For this
iteration, we were able to increase layers of physical touch between the dancers which led
to a more visible sense of support, empathy, and community healing. The dancers
breathed together and gave weight in toward one another to help lift a dancer when she
fell, or to support a limb of another. The closeness of the audience to the closeness of the
dancers’ movements provided the intimacy and activation of the senses I had been hoping
for throughout the process.
Along with the development of physical interactions came a redesign of the
structure. Rather than beginning in a place of quiet reflection that builds to a place of
heightened energy, I decided to begin the piece in the middle of the trauma with a
moment of frenetic physical support. Our Narrator asked the audience, if comfortable, to
close their eyes, and the dancers took their places in the space already in action when
eyes were opened. This allowed the pacing of the piece to flow more organically as
trauma often occurs unexpectedly and quickly. The meditative “Reiki Phrase” concluded
the piece and left the audience in a contemplative state to reflect on their own connection
to the piece and the installation space.
The evening at The Blue Gallery began with a tour through the community scar
exhibit featuring lanterns throughout the Gallery, Annex, and Atrium spaces. Fumi
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Kawase greeted guests upon entry improvising on the piano; foam boards featuring
collaborators and inspiration were on display providing contextual information for
attendees. The Annex was filled with Community Imprints (writings, drawings, and
photos) that were collected in Sandy Hook and Brockport and the Atrium featured a
projection video collage of in-process film, rehearsals, previous performances, and
creative residencies. It was a multimedia experience that alerted the senses upon arrival.
Five Manhattan Community Imprints participants participated in three Zoom sessions the
weeks prior to the event; they performed the latest community piece with live
accompaniment by Fumi Kawase and operatic soprano Haruka Kawase who sang three
traditional Japanese songs related to the evening’s themes (Appendix C.) Audience
gathered in the Gallery for the dimly lit installation of Embedded Memories and
afterwards they were encouraged to enjoy the space while reflecting on their own
experience to meditative music played by Fumi Kawase. Afterwards, audience members
mixed and mingled with a toast and an opportunity to contribute their own Community
Imprints and to participate in a post-show anonymous survey (Appendix E.) Notable
excerpts are included in the Results section.
Results
MOVE & SHARE: Community Imprints
Because of Covid-19 protocol, only three of the four performance locations
included a MOVE: Community Imprints project in tandem with the Embedded Memories
performance as well as an opportunity for audience members to engage with and inside of
the illuminated installation space. Key responses and reflections of the participants’
experiences will be included as evidenced engagement in the process. A few excerpts of
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audience member responses from the Community Healing Station (SHARE: Community
Imprints) are included as well as observations made on site, post-performance.
Location #1: Sandy Hook, CT
All four performance participants contributed their personal stories to the
Community Imprints collection in photo, drawing, or written form. One participant asked
to meet on Zoom for a conversation following the event as she was so moved by her
experience. When talking about her scar story she said, “Instead of carrying this
resentment, now I have this beautiful memory to replace it. It transformed into this
memory of that night” (Anderson). Post installation performance, some audience
members chose to leave their personal mini lantern (given by the dancers) in the
installation and either added it to a larger existing pod or tied it onto the fishing line
alongside the other hanging lanterns. Some people walked around and took photos in the
space and others sat quietly, reflective, or chatted about the experience. One audience
member even began to improvise with the lanterns moving in between the pods and
engaging with them as the performers had done, replicating gestures. In all, the space was
occupied for about fifteen minutes following the performance. Upon arriving back at the
barn, many audience members went directly to the Community Healing Station table and
began to take photos or write their own stories, hanging them up with a clothespin on the
twine that was strung. The mood was lively, supportive, and oozing with generosity.
Location #2: Brockport, NY
Throughout the workshops, performers reflected on the meaningful experience.
One participant shared the impact of the MOVE: Community Imprints project via email:
I created my gestures around the moment I found out I had been outed as gay to
my parents long before I was ready to tell them. It was a very painful experience
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for me and something I still haven't been able to fully process. What was
interesting about this process is that it focused on the senses of the moment,
which for me having blocked out most of the physical details in trying to repress
the memory, senses are the only thing I still remember so vividly. I remember
feeling as though the world around me stopped, that I could feel my heart beating
in my whole body, and all I tried to do was reground myself in the spacereminding myself I was still there, still breathing, still alive. The gestures I created
represent those moments of panic and feeling out of control. Overall, this process
was very healing for me. I've used dance and movement as a means of therapy
and processing difficult moments prior to this, but never with specific gestures.
Having to really think about what happened, what I was feeling, and really
tapping into all those senses was both terrifying and relieving. Being guided in
this process and doing it simultaneously with you and Sophie felt like I had
support in trying to process a traumatic event even though I hadn't shared any
details of it. Sharing my story through movement helped me get out feelings I
didn't know how to express through words. It was interesting to share with an
audience in the sense that it was a deeply personal story that they didn't know the
details of, but I felt a connection to observers and as though the feelings behind
my gestures were resonating with them even if they didn't know the full story. It
changed the way I'll perceive this memory from here on out, and I feel it gave me
some closure. I know that it'll continue to be a scar for me but letting myself
recognize the fact that it is a scar helped me heal a bit. I think for a while I tried to
ignore how upset I was by what happened because so many people told me it
wasn't a big deal or something I was allowed to be upset about. I never let myself
feel angry or upset and instead just tried to forget it. I'm grateful for the space and
support you and Sophie provided in this process that helped me recognize and
make peace with my feelings and better understand myself as a mover and person.
I'm interested to continue to explore using gestures in movement to keep
reflecting on my memories and scars. (Greene)
Excerpts (read aloud by our Narrator) from this participant’s response as well as excerpts
from the recorded conversations with participants in Sandy Hook, CT have been added to
the latest iteration of the Embedded Memories sound score.
Similarly, at the end of the performance audience members were given a personal
illuminated lantern and invited to stay in the space; it was occupied for at least fifteen
minutes until it became too dark to stay so the audience relocated closer to the Alumni
House. At this event, two small children (two boys aged four and five) took the
installation space by storm, running and jumping throughout – it almost appeared as if
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they were playing hide and seek with the structures, almost replicating the ‘cat and
mouse’ section from the piece. At one point they both picked up a lantern and began to
move around with them like curious explorers. Other audience members took photos in
the space, and one approached me asking if they could contribute a movement gesture. I
recorded them in action and the gesture has since been added to the most recent
performance. Another audience member who is active in the local Rochester, NY deaf
community sought me out to talk about the connection she made between these gestures
and her way of communicating non-verbally through hand and arm movements along
with accompanying facial expressions. She encouraged me to consider partnering with
the National Technical Institute for the Deaf (NTID) at the Rochester Institute of
Technology (RIT.) This has given me much to consider for next steps of my research and
future collaborations.
Location #3: Mahwah, NJ
I was fortunate enough to participate in a post-performance talk back led by Lisa
Campbell, Director of the Berrie Center, alongside Bill Doan, a storyteller and artist who
shared his work titled “My Anxiety Project.” Embedded Memories was part of a split-bill
program produced by Ramapo College of New Jersey as part of their Healing Hands
Festival. Lisa led a discussion focused on several themes: how my art enhances the
human experience, the role the arts can play in helping society to heal, and what I hope
the audience would take away from the performance. I discussed my desire to create a
sensory-rich environment for the audience to feel as though they are participating in the
performance, not merely watching it. Two audience members volunteered to share their
own journey of anxiety and illness and how grateful they were for a performance like this
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which made them feel “not so alone.” The performance was reviewed in The Ramapo
News, a campus paper, emphasizing the sensory impact experienced:

From the first moments the narrator stepped foot onto the stage,
audience members indulged in relaxing lights provided by several lanterns
on stage and dangling from above. They added to the scenic depth of the
show, as well as the significance of finding light during troubled times.
Most importantly, this detail helped illuminate the parts of oneself that may
be seen as flawed or hidden away. Stories that are part of us forever are
worthy of attention and being showcased for their beauty. Embedded Memories
was a beautiful, enlightening performance that connected the audience to the
performers on stage. Lucid movements and crisp audios evoked sensory pleasure,
which is pivotal to the in-person community experience that we have been
deprived of for nearly two years. (Melvin)

Thesis Performance, Location #4: New York, NY
The supportive energy of the ensemble cast of MOVE: Community Imprints
participants was palpable and easily witnessed as they worked together to rehearse on
their own in the space and to take pictures together. One participant shared a comment of
gratitude on her social media: “So grateful I had the chance to participate in this
wonderful community project this weekend! Ballaro Dance offered a beautiful space for
connection, healing and creation. I feel so lucky to have imprinted my memories on this
process-oriented work” (Personal correspondence, Vecchione). Post-performance, the
audience was invited to stay in the space as was done in Sandy Hook, CT and Brockport,
NY. This time, Fumi Kawase improvised on themes of meditation and reflection
providing a sound score for the experience. One audience member came to tell me that
the evening reminded her of her best friend’s mother who had just passed away recently.
The day she died there was a rainbow; when the show ended, she was thinking of this
woman and she suddenly realized Fumi was playing Somewhere Over the Rainbow on
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piano. She could not believe the tears that flowed, the feelings that came, and the
connectivity she felt while present. Other audience members contributed to the SHARE:
Community Imprints collection (Appendix D) and one response was quite meaningful:

On a cellular level, my body grew wrong. Some of the scars from being ill
are external and visible to the world; the ones from surgery, and my long
history of picking my skin as a form of control. The rest - the main ones that exist
for me - are internal. My veins have scarred from IV medication, my legs carry
stretch marks from skin that was not strong enough to contain my growth, zigzags
that hid underneath my pants, and the scarring in my intestines from my own
immune system. What can’t be seen, found, or detected in my medical papers are
the marks of loneliness and uncertainty, of losing ‘normal’ functions of my body
in my youth. The weight is sometimes balanced though, by the lightness I feel
when I read, and slow down my tired body to meet my soul, which cannot break
down. (Anonymous)
This performance also provided a brief three-question survey (Appendix E) that was
available post-show during the SHARE: Twilight Toast & Sweet Treats event. People
were asked to list three words that describe or encompass the evening and to reflect on
their awareness of their senses. The top words used were: healing (8), emotional/emotion
(4), light/illuminating (3), and beautiful (3). Words that received two submissions were:
raw, aware/awareness, continuity/circularity, and community. Other words that piqued
my interest were: revealing, witnessing, holding, disturbing, and authentic. When asked if
they were aware of their own senses, numerous audience members responded about the
dancers’ audible breath and its impact on their own breathing. Anonymous accompanying
written responses included:
-

“I found myself taking deeper breaths…”

-

“Breathing was a significant component of tonight’s performance and I loved it. It
took the place of music…”

-

“…breathing, especially when the dancers breathed together audibly….”
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-

“Hearing the dancers breathing made me more aware of my own breathing.”

-

“I slowed and matched my breath to match the dancers….”

-

“When dancers were taking breaths I found myself breathing with them….”

It’s evident the use of breath as a component in this process was effective for
creating a connection between the performers and the audience members. The use of
breath developed into great importance throughout the creative process and signified the
various ways in which we can breathe to connect our inner world to our outer world and
to express our emotional journey: holding our breath, releasing tension through breath,
inhaling, exhaling, gasping, and sighing. When we breathe with others there is a
collective unity formed that provides a meaningful and empathetic space for everyone in
the room to experience simultaneously together.
Embedded Memories
Embedded Memories began with conversations. The initial responses to the
prompts described in the Methodology section are what guided the journey of building
this project. Selected phrases from the Zoom interviews with my four Company dancers
were included in the recorded audio portion of the sound score; several key responses are
included here:
-

“I always loved physical scars…they tell – they document your story.”

-

“Not that I think about them daily…but, they impacted my life so much, and that
moment….”

-

“I don’t know why but this little scar just has a very strong…brings me a very
strong connection to home….”
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-

“Like a clear thing that I would like to not be true, but is true, and I can’t hide
it….”

-

“I think when I was younger…when I was insecure about it…if I could cover it
up…I didn’t wear make-up, but…probably would have, if I could have, but now I
like it….”

-

“I haven’t told them that it carries a special meaning with me now….”

-

“To then have your plan not go as you expected…something that seems so
small…why is this happening to me? I’ve worked so hard, I’ve done all the right
things….”

-

“So, it just kind of evolves from this silly little childhood experience into
something that actually holds a lot of meaning to me….”

-

“It was a very long journey for me to come to terms with the fact that this is going
to be something I have to live with….”

-

“Something happens that can be traumatic but then also builds you up in some
way…you have to get through it…it’s like a changing moment for you, in your
life, or, a memory attached….”

The piece evolved naturally from its conceptual stage in early 2021 to its most
current iteration in March of 2022. It would not have evolved in this way, naturally, had
it not been for the situational elements and the slow process of healing of the pandemic
which paralleled our own creative process. The dancers became closer to one another as
we were allowed to lessen the once quite rigid safety regulations. The piece’s
development is a reflection of our local environment from January 2021 until the present.
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Each iteration of performance is shaped to reflect the time. We began in outdoor spaces
with limited physical engagement and now we are sharing the work in intimate gallery
spaces with increased physical support and contact between the dancers. It was an
authentic journey for the piece and for those people involved in its development. The
changes in beginning the piece with trauma and ending with stillness reminds me of my
experiences in Butoh: finding the range of extremes of a trancelike inner body and mind
vs. the frenetic rubbing gestures or fast-past stationary running with elbows jabbing left
and right. Reiki’s sense of enlightenment was the perfect conclusion for the work,
inviting a sense of calm and internal trust, love, and support for one’s self. Our Narrator
began and ended with the same quote by Usui Sensei, spoken in Japanese: “If you cannot
heal your own disease, how can you heal someone else’s disease?” That is what this
project has been about.

Discussion/Conclusion
This project demonstrates the desire for people to engage around and through
dance not only to heal themselves, but to be part of a community space that develops trust
and empathy with others. It also demonstrates that people enjoy having an experience
beyond that of simply watching a performance. This project engaged people in various
sensory modes while observing the illuminated installation performance and site-specific
performances in gardens or galleries. It incorporated projection, live music, spoken text,
body percussion, and the audible breath of performers. There were many opportunities
for art engagement including photo taking, drawing, writing, and reflection. This piece
also continues to grow and develop with each new iteration while being impacted by the
stories of the dancers who perform it and the audiences who see it; new gestures and
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phrases are made to reflect each workshop participant.
Embedded Memories & Community Imprints will become an ongoing project for
Ballaro Dance. The Company already has two performances scheduled in August of
2022: in Saratoga Springs, NY and in Newtown, CT at Aquila’s Nest Vineyard. The
process will continue to be shaped by the community members involved in the creative
residency as well as those who attend the performances. It is evident through the first four
iterations of this project that a safe entry into this work is essential to creating a space for
building empathy and trust through community exchange, and that dance has the power
to heal. This project will allow me to continue to investigate things like: Does our
perception or aesthetic appreciation of a scar or the body’s imprinted memory change
when we find out the story behind it? If it’s heroic, is it more beautiful? If it’s mundane,
do we care less? How do we share the stories of our past lives with others, take
ownership of them in the present, and make sense of them in our future?
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APPENDIX A
Embedded Memories, Creative Residency Performer Participation Waiver
I give my child, ___________________________, permission to participate in the 2021 Ballaro
Dance Season Gala performance. I recognize and understand the risks of physical injury inherent
to dance training and I fully assume those risks. I hereby release Ballaro Dance and all its
employees/personnel from all liability for injuries sustained or illnesses contracted with attending
or participating in any dance classes, rehearsals, or performances. I understand participation in
rehearsals will take place over Zoom and that a Ballaro Dance representative will not be
physically meeting with my child. I take responsibility for my child when under dance instruction
by Ballaro Dance over Zoom. I understand that the performance will take place outdoors in a
garden at Appleberry Farm in Sandy Hook, CT; I will be physically present with my child while
on site, or will designate another adult whom my child will be with during the event. (If it is not
me, I will notify Ballaro Dance the name of that adult ahead of time in writing.) The supervising
adult will be responsible for the participating student throughout the duration of the event on
Saturday, August 21, 2021.
Ballaro Dance reserves the right to use photographs and videos taken during rehearsals and
performances for the purpose of instruction, advertising, and promoting Ballaro Dance and its
programs and productions.
By signing this release, I acknowledge that I have been fully informed of the content of the
waiver and agree to its content.
Student’s Name _______________________________ Date ____________________ Age
____________________Location (City, State) ____________________________

(above for use in program)

Contact Phone ________________________________________
Name of Parent/Guardian_______________________________________________
Signature of Parent/Guardian____________________________________________

Marisa f. Ballaro, Founding Artistic Director
marisa@ballarodance.com | 716.713.0430
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APPENDIX B
Photographic Consent and Release Form
I hereby authorize Montclair State University (University), and those acting pursuant to
its authority to:
(a) Record my likeness and voice on a video, audio, photographic, digital, electronic or
any other medium.
(b) Use my name in connection with these recordings.
(c) Use, reproduce, exhibit or distribute in any medium (e.g. print publications, video
tapes, CD-ROM, Internet/WWW) these recordings for any purpose that the University,
and those acting pursuant to its authority, deem appropriate, including promotional or
advertising efforts.

I release the University and those acting pursuant to its authority from liability for any
violation of any personal or proprietary right I may have in connection with such use. I
understand that all such recordings, in whatever medium, shall remain the property of
the University. I have read and fully understand the terms of this release.

Name:

Address:

Phone:
Signature:

Date: ________________________
Parent/Guardian Signature (if under 18): ___________________________________
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APPENDIX C
Song Descriptions, as provided and translated by Michiko Nawata
These were used for talking points of Choreographer’s discussion during the Community
Imprints site-specific performance in The Blue Gallery Atrium on March 19, 2022. Songs
were sung live during the event by Haruka Kawase.
Sakura (Cherry Blossom)
This year: on March 21 in Japan)
● The national flower of Japan, the cherry blossom – or Sakura, represents a time of
renewal and optimism. The pops of pink mark the ending of winter and signify
the beginning of spring. Due to their quick blooming season, cherry blossoms also
symbolize the transience of life, a major theme in Buddhism (morality,
mindfulness, living in the present -- metaphor for human existence) they remind
us to pay attention; symbol of rebirth
● Traditional Japanese folk song; composer unknown.
● Often played on the koto (traditional stringed instrument.)
● LYRICS:
○ When you look out over the March sky, you can smell the cherry blossom,
let's go see them.
Oboro-Zukiyo (Hazy Moon)
● Also an educational song for the Ministry of Education in the early 20th century.
● References to the Japanese countryside.
● LYRICS:
○ The sun sets over a field of canola flower and looking over the mountains,
a haze hangs deep in the air. A spring breeze blows, looking up at the sky,
the moon is shining in the evening. The lights of the houses in the rural
village, the green of the forests, the people walking along the paths in the
rice fields, the croaking of frogs, the sound of temple bells, all are hazy
moonlit nights.
Yuyake Koyake (The Sunset)
● Was composed in the early 20th century to be sung at an elementary school in
Tokyo; a well-known song that announces the sunset in the town broadcast.
● LYRICS:
○ The sun is setting, the bells of the mountain temples are ringing, let's hold
hands and go home together, let's go home with the crows.
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APPENDIX D
Examples of SHARE: Community Imprints contributions from The Blue Gallery
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APPENDIX E

E(mb)edded Memories, Feedback Survey

1.

List THREE words/themes that describe/encompass tonight’s event:

2.

Did you become aware of your own SENSES (hearing, smelling,
breathing, heartbeat, etc.) at any point during the event/performance?
Circle:

YES

NO

If yes, how?

3.

Did the dancers’ performance of gestures remind you of your own
life/memories/experiences in any way?
Circle:

YES

NO

If yes, how?

Additional Thoughts?
Please write on the back or email marisa@ballarodance.com.
Surveys can be returned to the “Twilight Toast & Sweet Treats” table.
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APPENDIX F
Script read aloud by Steve Rewinski in Mahwah, NJ and New York, NY

When something ruptures, it suddenly breaks, it bursts. It’s a breach from harmony. A
physical or emotional scar can be an everlasting symbol of this. It’s the long journey
towards union, towards fusion… towards healing - that’s what we’re interested in tonight.
You may let your emotions be here. You are not alone; I am here, too. I will be your
guide on our community’s voyage, and I invite you to look inside. If you are comfortable,
take a deep breath (pause) and I’d like to ask you to close your eyes for just a moment…
and listen.
Kyo dake wa: Today only
Ikaru na
shin pai suna
kansha shite
gyo o hageme
hito ni shinsetsu ni.
You may open your eyes.
Jibun no byōki o iyasenai no nara, dōyatteta no hito no byōki o iyasu koto ga
dekimasu ka?
On my mind these days Love
the most important thing in life - to love, to be loved, to share love new love, longtime love, reemerging love, love you didn’t recognize, love that was
unrecognized by others
This is my story - there’s nothing more to say
I promise, in the Spring,
I will celebrate the blooming of the flowers with you, and smile with the breeze on my
face.
If you get depressed in a gloomy spring storm,
I'll stay with you and wait for the sunlight to break through.
I promise, in the Summer,
I will spend the long days under the hot sun, relaxing on the beach with you.
If you are overcome by the heat and are struggling with the weight on your back, I'll
share that weight.
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I promise, in the Autumn,
I will enjoy our seasonal meals together, and appreciate the beauty of nature.
If you get sad knowing everything comes to an end, like the falling leaves,
I'll remind you that you always have my eternal love.
In the Winter, I promise,
I will decorate the Christmas tree with you in a warm room glowing with colorful lights.
If you are exhausted on a long snowy road, and can't go any further,
I'll stop to keep you warm.
1
Motte inakute wa naranai
Shinakute wa naranai
Shinakute wa naranai, I must have, I need to
Motte inakute wa naranai, Shihai ka ni aru
Be in control, Be in control, kinkou
Motte inakute wa naranai
2
Shido sha
Tsunagatte iru
Center my emotions
Ko-do teki, Genki, center my emotions
Prioritize me, watashi-o yusen suru
Watashi no kanjō o mitsukeru, Center my emotions
kimochi wo taisetsu ni, Center my emotions
Take better care, Motto kiwotsukeru
Of me, Watashi-no, Watashi-no, Watashi-no
Ko-do teki, Genki, Active, Genki
3
Watashi no kanjō o mitsukeru, Center my emotions
Take better care, Motto kiwotsukeru, kimochi wo taisetsu ni, Center my emotions,
Balance - Kinkou
Michibiki, Of me, Watashi-no, Kokoro, Karada, kimochi, Kokoro, Karada,
kimochi, tsuyosa, tsuyosa, tsuyosa, tsuyosa…Jiyū
I AM INNOCENT
…the moment I found out I had been outed… long before I was ready to tell them.
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It was a very painful experience for me and something I still haven't been able to fully
process.
…focused on the senses of the moment, which for me having blocked out most of the
physical details in trying to repress the memory, senses are the only thing I still remember
so vividly.
I remember feeling as though the world around me stopped,
that I could feel my heart beating in my whole body,
and all I tried to do was reground myself in the space reminding myself I was still there, still breathing, still alive.
Seeing a situation with new eyes…that is forgiveness.
Everything was so extreme. The contrast of colors of the concrete jungle with the fresh
fallen snow on the ground.
My literal scar gave me my greatest gift…my life purpose, and made me whole.
The pain started slowly. There, and gone suddenly. It took two months to find the source.
…the fact that I was going to lose something on my body that felt like me…I clearly
understood and figured out the fact that it was still me.
It was impossible. I was crying. We managed.
I can’t do this, it’s too hard.
It was way more intense than I imagined.
Sleeping, sleeping, sleeping. Sleeping…was like laying in a coffin.
I’m restless
…and I survived.

healing. Iyasu. Healing. To heal. Why is such a simple word anything but?
Jibun no byōki o iyasenai nonara, dōyatteta no hito no byōki o iyasu koto ga
dekimasu ka?
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Appendix G

Thesis Performance Program

Thank you for coming to SEE us in action!
Join us after the performance to SHARE
in conversation over a drink or some nosh at
Rosie Dunn’s (729 Third Avenue at 46th.)
Don’t be shy! We love questions
and we’re eager to talk about our work.
We’ll also invite you to participate in
SHARE: Community Imprints, an opportunity
to honor the scar stories of this community.
You are encouraged to contribute a story
through writing, drawing, or a photograph.
More details will be shared throughout the
event. We hope you consider participating.

E(mb)edded Memories:
the imprints of our scars
and the stories they leave behind
Saturday, March 19
The Blue Gallery | New York, NY

www.ballarodance.com
#embeddedmemories2021
#ballarodance
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E(mb)edded Memories:
the imprints of our scars
and the stories they leave behind
___________________________________________________________________

Greetings and Welcome to The Blue Gallery!
We’re so glad you’re joining us for this special
performance of “E(mb)edded Memories,” an immersive
evening of creativity, collaboration, and community.
We hope this evening invites you to reflect and
remember your own stories as we SHARE ours.
Thanks for joining us!
Marisa f. Ballaro

SPECIAL THANKS:
Community Imprints in the Atrium
Choreography & Performance by
Kaitlin Hill, Mariel Isaacson, Lisa Navarro,
Ann Saunders, Angela Vecchione
Thank you for bringing your stories to life with
authenticity, generosity, and creativity!

Music Performance by
Fumiyasu Kawase & Haruka Kawase:
Original Piano Composition
Sakura (Cherry Blossom)
Oboro-Zukiyo (Hazy Moon)
Yuyake Koyake (The Sunset)

______________________

ADDITIONAL GRATITUDE & LOVE:

7:30pm Community Imprints, Exhibition in the Annex
Music improvisation by Fumiyasu Kawase;
Tour the Community Imprints exhibit in the Annex upon arrival.

Emilee Ballaro Despagni, SHARE Coordinator

7:45pm Community Imprints, Performance in the Atrium
Site-specific performance by members of our MOVE Community
with music by Fumiyasu Kawase & Haruka Kawase.
8:15pm E(mb)edded Memories
An illuminated performance in the Gallery.
Post-Performance
Join us for a Twilight Toast & Sweet Treats with the Company,
then leave your own Community Imprint at our Healing Station.

Ashley Garrett, Lauren Grant, Steve Ho,
Michiko Nawata, Claire Porter, Zoran Prodanovic,
Steve Rewinski, Maxine Steinman
Montclair State University,
Department of Theatre & Dance
Community Imprints
Workshop Participants & Audience Members:
Sandy Hook, CT
Brockport, NY
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A native of Philadephia, PA, Hannah Kearney (Dancer)
graduated summa cum laude from George Mason University
in 2017 (BFA in Dance; Minor in Arts Management). Hannah
has performed with the Philadelphia-based Philadanco
Second Company (Danco II), understudied for the premier
Philadelphia Dance Company/Philadanco and she was a
dancer for a new American musical, Soul Harmony. Since her
move to Brooklyn in 2018, Hannah has performed with
JKing Dance Company and Daniel Flores; she graduated from
the Martha Graham School of Contemporary Dance
Accelerated Program with a focus in performance. Hannah
teaches Pilates at several Brooklyn studios; she also teaches
virtually through “Pilates with Hannah.” Hannah is a total
dog lover and encourages her virtual clients to bring their
pets to class. Hannah has been working with Ballaro Dance
since 2019.
More of a voyager than a traveler, Steve Rewinski
(Narrator) spent most of his 20s living outside the USA.
Almost on a lark, in 2008 he moved to Japan at the
recommendation of a few friends, and ended up staying for
almost three years. While there, he not only found himself
exploring Japanese culture, history and the country’s natural
beauty, but also building up a network of friends from all
over the world. One of those friends would later introduce
Steve to his now wife, Michiko, in New York City while all
three were skipping work for an embarrassingly early
“happy hour” at McSorley’s. Steve works for a sales
company, however currently his main employer is his 7month-old daughter, Kimi, while he is out on paternity leave.
An avid hand-written letter writer and hopeful poet, Steve is
known to laugh out loud while reading books. His favorite
authors include Henry Miller, Junichiro Tanizaki and John
Krakauer. He is currently reading A Visit from the Goon
Squad by Jennifer Egan and The Hidden Life of Trees by Peter
Wohllenben.

E(mb)edded Memories:
the imprints of our scars and
the stories they leave behind
Choreography: Marisa f. Ballaro,
with Community Imprints contributions
Performers: Nicole Daniell, Hannah Dillenbeck,
Hannah Kearney, Steve Rewinski
Illuminated Design & Inaugural Installation: Allison Patrick
Costuming: Marisa f. Ballaro & Allison Patrick
Installation Design, The Blue Gallery: Marisa f. Ballaro
Original Sound Score: Composed of snapshots collected
throughout the 14-month process of project development:
personal journals, community letters, conversations, quotes by
Usui Sensei, and musical themes by Glen Fittin, Michael Wall,
Greg Woodsbie, & Kielty Wintersteen.
Curated by Marisa f. Ballaro.
“E(mb)edded Memories” honors personal histories through the
lens of scars and their images which live permanently on,
and inside of, our bodies. The lessons and memories of these
sometimes painful and sometimes profound scars are
brought to life in an illuminated installation.
Inspired by Kintsugi, the Japanese art of pottery repair which
highlights the breakage with gold, the stories of community
healing are illuminated with silk lanterns and inventive light
pieces affixed to the dancers’ bodies; deeper connections to
Reiki, Butoh, and Japanese philosophy are explored
throughout the piece.
Ballaro Dance collects scar stories and memories through
ongoing “Community Imprints” workshops, developing
the project through the small but powerful contributions given
throughout the process, similar to that of a community-made
quilt. The varied sound score reflects the process of creating
the dance, and the greater community members who
are represented inside of it.
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About The Company:
Ballaro Dance builds community through the creation and
presentation of modern dance while inviting its audience, often
first-time dance viewers, to SEE, MOVE, & SHARE with the
Company in an approachable, welcoming environment.
We dance to engage with people; we choreograph to tell
stories; we produce art to build community.

Meet The Artists:
A proud Buffalo, NY native, Marisa f. Ballaro (Founding
Artistic Director; Choreographer) is a curious learner and
an avid community builder. With dual degrees in Dance
and Interdisciplinary Arts for Children, she is a summa
cum laude graduate of SUNY College at Brockport where
she received prestigious honors of the Marion Schrank
Student Leadership Award and the Outstanding Scholar in
the School of Arts & Performance. An energetic resident of
New York City, Marisa is on dance faculty at The Brearley
School in Manhattan, and has taught on faculty at the New
York State Summer School of the Arts (NYSSSA) School of
Modern Dance for over a decade. Working as a master
coach with the American Dance Legacy Initiative (ADLI),
she learned repertory works from America’s modern
dance masters, while developing teaching methodology to
stage the works. She performed for many years with
ADLI’s repertory ensemble, Dancing Legacy. Passionate
about service, Marisa is on the Board of Directors for the
SUNY Brockport Alumni Association, and she is the
Endurance Chair for the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation’s
Tomorrow's Leaders. She was recognized as an
Outstanding Educator by The University of Chicago in
October 2019. Marisa will graduate with her Masters of
Fine Arts in Dance at Montclair State University this
spring. She is the Founding Artistic Director of Ballaro
Dance.

Originally from York, PA, Nicole Daniell (Dancer) trained
with Nadine Revene as her mentor and guiding light.
Nicole graduated summa cum laude from George Mason
University (BFA in Dance) where she performed on the
John F. Kennedy Center’s Millennium Stage in works by
Mark Morris, Karen Reedy, Susan Shields, and Jim Lepore.
A member of Dakshina Dance Company, Nicole toured to
South Africa for performances and community outreach.
She also performed as part of the Merce Cunningham
Centennial Celebration in Washington, DC. Nicole is an
internationally certified yoga instructor; outside of the
studios, Nicole loves to travel, has a passion for donuts,
and gravitates towards twinkle lights. She began working
with Ballaro Dance in March of 2020.
Hannah Dillenbeck (Dancer) began training in ballet and
modern at Draper Center for Dance Education in her
hometown of Rochester, NY. She graduated summa cum
laude from the University of Oklahoma in December 2020
with a BFA in Modern Dance Performance and a BS in
Biology, with a focus in neurobiology. During her time in
college, Hannah performed works by Jean Guillaume Weis,
David Hochoy, Merce Cunningham, Robert Battle and
Tommy Waheed. She has studied and performed abroad
at International Dance Conferences in Beijing, China and
in Barcelona, Spain. Hannah was introduced to Dance for
Parkinson’s Disease classes during college and has found a
passion in volunteering for, and teaching, these
community outreach classes. Growing up in Western New
York, Hannah also has a lifetime love of hiking and
spending time outdoors. Hannah joined Ballaro Dance in
February of 2021.

